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The speech rate and pitch (F0) characteristics of naturalistic, longitudinally recorded infant- and
adult-directed speech are reported for three, genetically diverse languages. Previous research has
suggested that the prosodic characteristics of infant-directed speech are slowed speech rate, raised
mean pitch, and expanded pitch range relative to adult-directed speech. Sixteen mothers (5 Sri
Lankan Tamil, 5 Tagalog, 6 Korean) were recorded in their homes during natural interactions with
their young infants, and adults, over the course of 12 months beginning when the infant was 4
months old. Regression models indicated that the difference between infant- and adult-directed
speech rates decreased across the first year of infants’ development. Models of pitch revealed
predicted differences between infant- and adult-directed speech but did not provide evidence for
cross-linguistic or longitudinal effects within the time period investigated for the three languages.
The universality of slowed speech rate, raised pitch, and expanded pitch range is discussed in light
of individuals’ highly variable implementation of these prosodic features in infant-directed speech.
VC 2016 Acoustical Society of America. [http://dx.doi.org/10.1121/1.4944634]
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I. INTRODUCTION

Infant-directed speech (IDS) is the broadly defined lin-
guistic register used by caregivers when interacting with
young infants. The acoustic characteristics of IDS [relative
to adult-directed speech (ADS)] encompass a variety of seg-
mental and prosodic features (see Cruttenden, 1994, for a
review), including higher overall pitch (F0) (Fernald et al.,
1989) and wider pitch range (e.g., Garnica, 1977; Stern
et al., 1983; Fernald and Simon, 1984; Fernald et al., 1989),
longer pauses between phrases (Stern et al., 1983; Fernald
et al., 1989), shorter utterances, slowed speech rate (Fernald
and Simon, 1984; Cooper and Aslin, 1990; Tang and
Maidment, 1996), expanded vowel space (Kuhl et al., 1997),
and less overlap between vowel qualities in F1!F2 space
and less overlap in vowel duration cues in languages with
phonological length (Werker et al., 2007). These characteris-
tics have been documented in genetically related and unre-
lated languages such as French, Italian, German, English
(Fernald et al., 1989), Japanese (Fernald et al., 1989; Werker
et al., 2007; Martin et al., 2015), Mandarin (Liu et al.,
2007), and Thai (Kitamura et al., 2002) to name a few.

A prominent theme in the IDS literature is the issue of
acoustic clarity (measured as the amount of separation
between speech categories in perceptually relevant acoustic
space) in the speech to infants. Many studies show enhance-
ment of segmental differences (e.g., Kuhl et al., 1997;
Werker et al., 2007; Lee et al., 2008), which are interpreted
as advantageous from a language acquisition perspective
(e.g., Karzon, 1985; Liu et al., 2003), while other studies
suggest phonetic segments in IDS may not be so clearly

produced (e.g., McMurray et al., 2013; Martin et al., 2015).
The general prosodic modifications of IDS implicated in the
acoustic clarity literature (slowed speech rate, long pauses,
expanded pitch contours, etc.) have been linked to language
learning and are preferred by infants (Fernald and Simon,
1984; Fernald and Kuhl, 1987; Cooper and Aslin, 1990),
with younger infants (under 6 months) showing more atten-
tional response to IDS than do infants at 9 months (Werker
and McLeod, 1989). The “prosodic bootstrapping” hypothe-
sis suggests that exaggerated prosodic cues may provide lan-
guage learners with segmentation information that can serve
as a basis for syntactic category development (e.g., Kemler
Nelson et al., 1989), or serve as an implicit word teaching
strategy (Woodward and Aslin, 1990). There is correlational
evidence that the characteristics of this prosodic enhance-
ment serve a facilitatory role in infants’ developing gram-
matical and speech perception systems (Liu et al., 2003),
occurring at a time in development when rapid changes are
affecting an infant’s perceptual system (e.g., Werker and
Tees, 1984).

The acoustic clarity literature is difficult to interpret as
much of this research presents IDS at unique and often dif-
fering moments in an infant’s development. For example,
mothers in the cross-linguistic cardinal vowel study by Kuhl
et al. (1997) spoke to 2–5 months old infants, mothers in the
English voice-onset time study by McMurray et al. (2013),
who spoke to 9- to 13-month-olds, and mothers in the com-
prehensive Japanese vowel and consonant study by Martin
et al. (2015) who spoke to 18- to 24-month-olds. The litera-
ture on the phonetic characteristics of IDS recognized that
the register is not rigid, but rather a dynamic phenomenon
that changes according to the age and linguistic abilities of
the infant (Shockey and Bond, 1980; Stern et al., 1983;a)Electronic mail: chandann@yorku.ca
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Soderstrom, 2007). While a number of studies have exam-
ined phonetic properties characterizing IDS by collapsing
varying time points in an infant’s development, fewer have
done so from a longitudinal and developmental perspective,
thereby capturing the nature of how a caregiver changes her
speech to accommodate a developing infant. For example, in
a cross-sectional study, Bernstein Ratner (1984) found that
English IDS vowel quality in content words showed more
clarification (separation between vowel categories in
F1!F2 space) in speech to older children than preverbal or
holophrastic-stage children.

The purpose of the present study is to examine the ster-
eotypical prosodic features of IDS (slowed speech rate,1

raised pitch height and expanded pitch range) from a devel-
opmental perspective in a longitudinal design. At the most
general level we ask whether these prosodic features of IDS
are subject to cross-linguistic variation in their implementa-
tion. We also ask whether a caregiver’s prosody changes
over the course of an infant’s first year, and if it does,
whether individuals implement the changes in a similar way.
We hope to highlight intralanguage variation in the use of
speech rate and pitch features in speech addressed to young
infants, thereby refining our understanding of prosodic modi-
fication in IDS.

Very few studies have directly examined speech rate in
IDS, and none have done so in a longitudinal design over the
first year of infancy. Fernald and Simon (1984) found that
German-speaking mothers addressed their newborn infants
significantly more slowly (4.8 syllables/s) than when
addressing adults (5.8 syllables/s). In the study by Bernstein
Ratner (1985), spontaneous speech was 25% slower in
English IDS to 17-month-olds compared with ADS.
Similarly, Tang and Maidment (1996) found Cantonese-
speaking mothers spoke significantly slower to their 12- to
20-month-old infants than to adults (approximately 40%
fewer syllables/min when talking to infants versus adults).

Prosodic modifications involving elevated pitch height
and expanded pitch range have been studied in a variety of
languages. In a cross-sectional design examining speech to
older English-hearing infants and children, Garnica (1977)
found that mothers’ speech to their 2-year-olds had a higher
mean pitch and wider pitch range than mothers speaking to
their 5-year-olds. Stern et al. (1983) examined the prosodic
features of English IDS in a longitudinal design (mothers
speaking to their newborn, 4-, 12-, and 24-month-old
infants) and found that pitch range was greatest in speech to
4-month-olds relative to newborns, 12- and 24-month-olds.
Grieser and Kuhl (1988) showed that Mandarin IDS to
2-month-olds had a higher mean pitch and wider pitch range
compared to Mandarin ADS. In their longitudinal examina-
tion of the development of Thai and Australian English IDS
pitch characteristics, Kitamura et al. (2002) found that mean
pitch was higher in IDS than ADS, but pitch range was not
different between the two registers for both languages. The
authors found that mean pitch in both Australian English and
Thai IDS followed a quadratic developmental trajectory,
increasing until infants were 6 (English) or 9 (Thai) months,
then falling towards the end of the infant’s first year.
Although prosodic modification in IDS is not universal

(Bernstein Ratner and Pye, 1984), there is some evidence
that languages that do exhibit these features in IDS vary in
their implementation of raised pitch height and expanded
pitch range. Fernald et al. (1989) found less pitch range
expansion in Japanese IDS to 10- to 14-month-old infants
than in the IDS of Germanic languages.

The present study examines the developmental nature of
three prosodic features of IDS, namely, speech rate, mean
pitch, and pitch range from both a cross-linguistic and longi-
tudinal perspective. We examine these prosodic features in
IDS relative to ADS at distinct times over the course of an
infant’s development in speakers of Sri Lankan Tamil,
Tagalog, and Korean, highlighting individual variation in the
implementation of these features both within and between
languages. Our study is differentiated from many acoustic
descriptions of IDS in that we present age-yoked compari-
sons of individuals’ IDS and ADS at each moment in an
infant’s development, rather than a comparison of a singular
ADS end state (e.g., Fernald et al., 1989; Kitamura et al.,
2002). Last, the present study features IDS from genetically
diverse languages that are under-represented in the IDS liter-
ature. This study aims to present a comprehensive descrip-
tion of these prosodic features of IDS as they unfold over the
course of an infant’s first year of life.

II. METHODS

A. Recordings

All speech samples in the present study were taken from
the Cross-Linguistic Corpus of Infant-Directed speech
(CCIDS). The CCIDS contains high-quality audio recordings
of 16 mothers [5 Sri Lankan Tamil (SLT), 5 Tagalog, and 6
Korean] interacting with their infants in their own homes
over the course of the first year of the infant’s development.
Mothers were recruited for participation in the year-long
study through university student groups in Toronto. They
were informed of the purpose of the corpus and consent was
obtained according to university standard procedures. A
questionnaire was administered to each participant before
acceptance into the CCIDS recording program. The ques-
tionnaire assessed language use and socio-economic meas-
ures (education, employment, etc.) for each household. Each
participant was between the ages of 25 and 35 at the time of
recording and a relatively new immigrant to Canada, having
lived in Toronto for less than 5 years and having previously
lived in Sri Lanka, Korea, or the Philippines. Participants
were native speakers of the target languages and conversed
with their spouses, family members, and close friends in the
target language on a daily basis. The five Filipino partici-
pants in the corpus used the standard variety of Tagalog spo-
ken in Manila, Philippines. Three of these speakers were
trilingual (along with English, two spoke Tagalog and
Cebuano, and one spoke Tagalog and Kampampangan) but
had spent the majority of their lives in Manila and spoke
exclusively in Tagalog with friends and family. All 6 Korean
participants spoke the Seoul variety. Participants who
dropped out of the study before the third recording were
replaced. The CCIDS project set out to record participants
once a month for 12–14 months beginning when the infant
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was 4 months old. Because of the sensitive nature of in-
home visits and unforeseen circumstances (i.e., travel, ill-
ness, etc.) not every participant was recorded monthly, but at
least once during any two consecutive months until the
infant was 15–16 months old. No participant missed two
consecutive recording sessions.

Recording sessions lasted approximately 1 h and gener-
ally commenced in the late afternoon (for older children) or
late morning (for younger children) after the child had
napped and had been fed. Participants were outfitted with a
wireless lapel microphone (Line 6 XD-V30L), which trans-
mitted its signal to a portable digital audio recorder (Zoom
H4n). Recordings were made in .wav format at a sampling
rate of 44.1 kHz.

The mothers in the study were instructed to interact with
their infant in any way that felt natural and comfortable to
them while trying to keep auditory distractions (e.g., television,
radio, noisy toys, etc.) to a minimum. The naturalistic aspect of
these instructions led to a wide variety of input quantity, as
some mothers spoke more than others. No special effort was
made to minimize momentary sounds such as a ringing phone
or whistling teapot. The mother-infant interaction generally
involved feeding/nursing, joint attention to toys, describing
books without scripts (provided to the participant by the
researcher), dressing, and more unstructured forms of play
(such as tickling). A research assistant and recordist were in a
different room, out of sight from the participant and infant.
Infant-directed speech was recorded in this way for 45 min dur-
ing each session. Each IDS session was followed by a 10 min
ADS recording session, wherein the research assistant, herself
a native speaker of either SLT, Tagalog, or Korean would
engage with the participant in small talk concerning the infant.
In general, participants interacted with one or two native-
language research assistants over the course of the 12-month
recording period. Not all participants completed the entire re-
cording period, and some participants started recording ses-
sions when their infant was 6 months old.2 Participants were
compensated $35 CDN for each recording session.

B. CCIDS languages

The languages of the CCIDS are genetically diverse:
SLT (Dravidian), Tagalog (Austronesian), and Korean
(Isolate). All three languages are syllable-timed. While there
have been a few studies of Korean IDS (Lee et al., 2008;
Narayan and Yoon, 2011), SLT (and continental Tamil), and
Tagalog are underrepresented in the IDS literature. Notable
features of the CCIDS languages germane to the present
study are the nature of their syllable structure and unique
aspects of intonation and tone. Tamil has contrastive vowel
length and obligatory onsets in syllables. Syllables in Tamil
are minimally consonant (C) vowel (V), and maximally
CVVCC (Christdas, 1988). Word-level F0 prominences in
Tamil (in the form of rising F0 contours) can be considered
pitch accent (Keane, 2006). Tagalog syllables have a CV(C)
structure, with most roots being disyllabic (Zuraw, 2000).
Korean is a pitch accent language, where syllables are mini-
mally V and maximally CVC (Yoon, 1995). The CCIDS lan-
guages are non-tonal, though Seoul Korean (the variety

spoken by the Korean mothers in the corpus) is undergoing a
sound change whereby the three-way laryngeal contrast is
implemented as a tonal distinction (Kang and Han, 2013).

C. Measurements

Each hour-long IDS/ADS recording was divided into ten
5-min samples. Researchers trained in phonetics and acoustic
analysis methods in Praat (Boersma and Weenink, 2009)
selected single phrase utterances that were approximately 5 s
long without silences more than 300 ms [n¼ 1603,
M¼ 4.68 s, standard deviation (SD)¼ 1.24 s, Coefficient of
variability (CV)¼ 0.26] devoid of infant sounds, maternal
singing, or non-speech intrusions (phone ringing, toy sound-
ing, etc.), from each audio sample for speaking rate calcula-
tion. Utterance duration between the two registers was
equated to the extent possible (MIDS¼ 4.33 s, MADS¼ 4.58 s,
t¼ –0.42, NS) to avoid utterance length effects in the calcula-
tion of speech rate as IDS is often characterized by overall
shorter utterances relative to ADS (see Soderstrom, 2007, for
review). Ten minutes of audio from a given recording session
(two 5-minute samples) were first manually coded by a
trained phonetician, whose syllable count was then compared
to the automatic detection. Syllable count was then extracted
automatically using a speech-rate script for Praat (de Jong and
Wempe, 2009). The speech-rate script detected syllabic nuclei
according to changes in intensity (dB) of vocalic energy.
Using two Dutch corpora, de Jong and Wempe (2009) showed
correlations between automatic speech rate extraction and
human measurements of 0.71–0.88. For the CCIDS, if reli-
ability between human and automatic detection was less than
75%, the dB threshold parameter of the script was changed to
increase reliability to at least 85%. These parameters were
then applied to the entire set of single-utterance audio files
from a particular recording session for syllable count extrac-
tion. The syllable detection script has three parameters:
silence threshold, minimum dip between peaks, and minimum
pause duration. Silence threshold and minimum pause dura-
tion remained at default settings of #25 dB and 300 ms,
respectively, for the entire data processing procedure. The
minimum-dip-between-peaks parameter was adjusted on a re-
cording-by-recording basis. The average minimum dB dip for
syllable nucleus detection was 1.3 dB in the CCIDS corpus. In
general, the default dB dip parameter (2 dB) under reported
the true number of syllables in speech files. In the cases where
automatic syllable counts yielded outliers (greater than or less
than 3 standard deviations from the mean), those audio files
were examined by a trained phonetician who manually
counted the number of syllables in the file (12% of single
utterance files).

Pitch (F0) measurements were likewise extracted from
Praat using an autocorrelation method. As with the speech
rate measurements, pitch measurements were made on the
entirety of each utterance 5-s file of connected speech and
included periodic information from both sonorant conso-
nants and vowels. The default pitch floor and ceiling settings
of 75 and 500 Hz, respectively, were often raised to accom-
modate higher pitched individuals in the corpus and to rem-
edy halving (where two periods are treated as one) and
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doubling errors. Pitch floor settings ranged from 75 to
150 Hz and pitch ceiling settings ranged from 500 to 700 Hz.
All other pitch parameters were left at their default settings.3

In approximately 5% of the adult-directed speech samples,
speakers produced creaky voice (as expected at the ends of
phrases). These brief portions of the speech sample were
excluded from analysis. The automatically extracted pitch
measurements considered for analysis included: mean pitch
and pitch range. Samples were binned into six time epochs
representing infant ages of 0;4–0;5.30, 0;6–0;7.30,
0;8–0;9.30, 0;10–0;11.30, 1;0–1;1.30, 1;2–1;3.30 (ages rep-
resent years;months.days). This was done to normalize the
time dimension (into 2-month epochs), as there was variabil-
ity in the times at which mothers were recorded.

III. RESULTS

A. Speech rate

Table I gives mean speech rate in the different languages
for the two registers across time. SLT-speaking mothers had a
faster speaking rate (M¼ 5.76 syllable/s, SD¼ 0.53,
CV¼ 0.09) than either Tagalog-speaking (M¼ 5.10 syllable/s,
SD¼ 0.65, CV¼ 0.13) or Korean-speaking (M¼ 4.91

syllable/s, SD¼ 0.59, CV¼ 0.12) mothers, and across all three
languages, ADS (M¼ 5.57 syllable/s, SD¼ 0.52, CV¼ 0.09)
was faster than IDS (M¼ 4.9 syllable/s, SD¼ 0.7, CV¼ 0.14).

Means of multiple measurements at each time epoch
are given per individual participant in Fig. 1. Time epochs
represent measurements made over the course of 2
months.

Mixed-effects linear regression models were fit to the
longitudinal data using the lmer package in the R statistical
programming environment. Mixed-effects regression models
are considered best suited for these data as they accommo-
date unbalanced observations between subjects as well as
variability in the time epochs, restrictions that would violate
basic assumptions of repeated measures designs. Repeated
measures models assume compound symmetry where all
variances and covariances are equal and are generally less
valid in longitudinal designs were subject measurements
might not be taken on a strict schedule. As speakers varied
with respect to the schedule on which recordings were made
as well as their total number of recordings, another variable
(Occasion) was created. The Occasion variable quantified
the total number of observations recorded for a given
speaker at a particular epoch. For example, speaker one may
have had 15 observations from time 1, while speaker 2 may
have had 25. The Occasion variable thereby accounted for
correlations among observations within any speaker at a par-
ticular time. Speech rate was first modeled in a fully crossed
linear mixed-effects model with fixed predictors Register
(IDS, ADS), Language (SLT, Tagalog, Korean), and Time,
and random effects (intercepts) of Speaker and Occasion. A
Wald test revealed that removing the three-way interaction
term in the model did not significantly affect the overall fit.
The resulting model, with Korean and ADS as the reference
language and register, is shown in Eq. (1) below, where u

TABLE I. Mean speech rates (syllables/second) for IDS and ADS by

language.

Language Register Speech rate (SD, CV)

Tagalog ADS 5.26 (0.75, 0.14)

IDS 4.45 (0.95, 0.21)

SL Tamil ADS 5.89 (0.78, 0.13)

IDS 5.62 (1.17, 0.21)

Korean ADS 5.66 (0.76, 0.13)

IDS 4.64 (1.01, 0.22)

FIG. 1. Individual speaking rates (syl-
lables/s) in both IDS and ADS across
infant development. Six time epochs
encompass infant ages from 4 to 15
months. Rows represent languages.
Individual speaker numbers are given
in lower right corner of each plot. Note
that not all speakers made recordings
at every time epoch.
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and e, represent the random effects term and the error term,
respectively,

EðyÞ ¼ b0 þ b1ðRegÞ þ b2ðLangSLTÞ þ b3ðLangTagalogÞ

þ b4ðTimeÞ þ b5ðReg!SLTÞ þ b6ðReg!TagalogÞ

þb7ðReg!TimeÞ þ b8ðSLT!TimeÞ

þ b9ðTagalog!TimeÞ þ lþ e: (1)

The results of the regression model for speech rate are given
in Table II.

The model showed a significant main effect of Register,
which can be interpreted in conjunction with its significant
interactions with Language (SLT) and Time.4 Figure 2
shows the significant Register ! Time interaction, which
indicates that the difference in IDS and ADS speech rate
across the three languages decreases as time increases. The
effect size for the interaction is small (cf. b¼ 0.09)5 and
may be driven by Register!Language interaction indicating
that the IDS-ADS difference is less in SLT than either
Korean and Tagalog (see below). The effect sizes of the
register differences quantify the interaction, indicating less
of a register effect with increasing infant age (dTime1¼ 0.69;

dTime2¼ 0.56; dTime3¼ 0.56; dTime4¼ 0.51; dTime5¼ 0.40;
dTime6¼ 0.25).

The Register ! LanguageSLT interaction indicates that
implementation of register effects on speech rate in SLT is
different from both Korean and Tagalog. This becomes
clear when the model is used to predict difference estima-
tions between IDS and ADS speech rate in the three lan-
guages (Fig. 3). The model predicts that IDS speech rate is
very similar to ADS speech rate in SLT across time. The
model’s prediction is reinforced by individual participants’
mean speech rates in Fig. 1, where three of the five SLT
speakers (seven, nine, ten) show very little speech rate dif-
ference between the IDS and ADS registers. Across the
three languages, the model predicts that difference between
IDS and ADS speech rate decreases by 0.082 syllables/s
per unit of Time [standard error (SE)¼ 0.04, df¼ 1513,
t¼ 2.12, p< 0.05]. IDS speech rate increased an average of
0.13 syllables/s per unit of Time. Just noticeable differen-
ces for speech tempo have been reported between 4.43%
(Eefting and Reitveld, 1989) and 10% (Quen!e, 2007). The
IDS difference between Time 1 to Time 5 is 6% and 14%
from Time 1 to Time 6.

B. Pitch

1. Mean pitch

Mean pitch was higher in IDS (M¼ 266.61 Hz,
SD¼ 57.87, CV¼ 0.22) than in ADS (M¼ 237.45,
SD¼ 35.24, CV¼ 0.15), a difference of 1.98 semitones
(SD¼ 0.45, CV¼ 0.23). Figure 4 presents individual speak-
ers’ mean IDS and ADS pitch at six time epochs.

Table III gives mean pitch measurements according to
language and register.

Following Kitamura et al. (2002), who found a quadratic
effect of time on mean pitch in Australian English and Thai
IDS, we first modeled mean pitch with a quadratic Time term
in Eq. (1). The quadratic model was followed by a model with
a linear Time term. The linear model fit the data better than the
quadratic model (AICquad¼ 16 757.85, AIClin¼ 16 736.50,

TABLE II. Linear mixed-effects model of speech rate.

Predictor b SE df t p

Intercept 5.31 0.22 1515 23.73 <0.0001

Register #1.12 0.16 1515 #6.84 <0.001

LangSLT 0.36 0.28 13 1.25 0.23

LangTagalog 0.40 0.29 13 1.41 0.18

Time #0.01 0.06 65 #0.10 0.92

Reg ! LangSLT 0.55 0.14 1515 4.00 0.0001

Reg ! LangTagalog #0.21 0.14 1515 #1.47 0.14

Reg ! Time 0.09 0.04 1515 2.35 0.02

LangSLT ! Time 0.06 0.07 65 0.93 0.36

LangTagalog ! Time #0.01 0.07 65 #0.21 0.84

FIG. 2. Mean speech rate (syllables/s) in IDS and ADS across the first year of
development (infant ages 4-15 months). Error bars represent standard error.

FIG. 3. Estimated difference in speech rate between IDS and ADS across
time based on prediction from a mixed-effects linear regression model.
Evidence of a predicted difference between IDS and ADS speech rate is
taken where Scheff!e confidence bands do not cross the horizontal axis.
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LRT¼ 31.35, p< 0.001). Using the linear model (R2¼ 0.40)
speakers’ mean pitch showed only a main effect of Register
(b¼ 34.74, SE¼ 7.63, t¼ 4.55, p< 0.001). No interaction
terms were significant in the prediction indicating similar
implementation of high pitch for IDS regardless of language
and age of infant. The size of the Register effect was large
across the longitudinal sample (dTime1¼ 0.88; dTime2¼ 1.06;
dTime3¼ 0.86; dTime4¼ 0.84; dTime5¼ 0.88; dTime6¼ 1.3).
Figure 5 presents speakers’ averaged mean pitch and standard
errors across the six time epochs.

2. Pitch range

Across all speakers and utterances, pitch range (Hz)
showed considerable variability (M¼ 199.53, SD¼ 109.87,
CV¼ 0.55). Pitch range was greater and showed more vari-
ability in IDS (M¼ 208.90, SD¼ 116.95, CV¼ 0.56) than in
ADS (M¼ 166.73, SD¼ 71.34, CV¼ 0.43). Figure 6
presents individual speakers’ pitch range for IDS and ADS
at six time epochs.

As with mean pitch, pitch range was modeled both with
quadratic and linear Time terms in Eq. (1). The linear model

produced a better fit to the data (AICquad¼ 19 114.13,
AIClin¼ 19 108.95, LRT¼ 21.17, p< 0.01). The linear
model (R2¼ 0.30) showed only a main effect of Register
(b¼ 40.58, SE¼ 19.27, p< 0.05). As with the mean pitch
data, the size of the Register effect was large across the lon-
gitudinal sample (dTime1¼ 0.82; dTime2¼ 0.60;
dTime3¼ 0.93; dTime4¼ 0.61; dTime5¼ 0.89; dTime6¼ 0.11).
No other main effects or interactions achieved significance.
Figure 7 presents speakers’ mean pitch ranges and standard
errors across the six time epochs.

FIG. 4. Individuals’ mean pitch (Hz) in
both IDS and ADS across infant devel-
opment. Time epochs encompass infant
ages from 4 to 15 months. Rows repre-
sent languages. Individual speaker
numbers are given in lower right corner
of each plot. Note that not all speakers
made recordings at every time epoch.

TABLE III. Mean pitch (Hz) for IDS and ADS by language.

Language Register Mean pitch (SD, CV)

Tagalog ADS 239.31 (31.38, 0.13)

IDS 269.88 (50.53, 0.19)

SL Tamil ADS 248.30 (40.02, 0.16)

IDS 286.26 (62.45, 0.22)

Korean ADS 221.88 (26.61, 0.12)

IDS 246.14 (52.33, 0.21) FIG. 5. Averaged mean pitch (Hz) in IDS and ADS across the first year of
development (infant ages 4-15 months). Error bars represent standard error.
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IV. DISCUSSION

To summarize our results, our models of speech rate,
mean pitch, and pitch range in the CCIDS suggest that pro-
sodic modifications in IDS are consistent with previous
research findings, where caregivers speak to young infants
slowly, with raised pitch, and with wide pitch excursions.
Only speech rate showed a significant longitudinal trend in
our analysis, suggesting speakers slowly increase their
speech rate as infants develop over the course of 12 months
between the ages of 4 months and 16 months (though see
below). The model also showed that the difference between
IDS and ADS speech rate is variable according to language,

with SLT mothers showing less of a difference than either
Tagalog- or Korean-speaking mothers. This language differ-
ence must be tempered, however, given the high variability
in individuals’ implementation of the speech rate feature
(discussed in Sec. IV C below). Pitch characteristics did not
significantly change over the course of infants’ development
in the CCIDS. Across speakers of all three languages in the
CCIDS, mean pitch when speaking to infants was on average
higher than ADS, and pitch range was likewise greater in
IDS across languages and infant development. Below we
discuss the nature of prosodic modifications in the CCIDS
with an eye toward arguments of enhancement. We also dis-
cuss the individual variation in prosodic modifications seen
in the CCIDS and its implications for our understanding of
general characteristics of the IDS register.

A. Speech rate in IDS

Our longitudinal analysis of speech rate is novel in that
it presents evidence that mothers’ infant-directed (ID)
speech rate approximates adult-directed (AD) rates before
infants’ second year. While the mixed-effects model showed
a small, but significant longitudinal effect on speech rate, the

FIG. 6. Individuals’ pitch range (Hz) in
both IDS and ADS across infant devel-
opment. Time epochs encompass infant
ages from 4 to 15 months. Rows repre-
sent languages. Individual speaker
numbers are given in lower right corner
of each plot. Note that not all speakers
made recordings at every time epoch.
Table IV gives mean pitch measure-
ments separated by language and
register.

FIG. 7. Averaged pitch ranges (Hz) in IDS and ADS across the first year of
development (infant ages 4-15 months). Error bars represent standard error.

TABLE IV. Mean pitch ranges (Hz) for IDS and ADS by language.

Language Register Pitch range (SD, CV)

Tagalog ADS 199.43 (67.06, 0.34)

IDS 242.89 (123.44, 0.51)

SL Tamil ADS 165.74 (76.87, 0.46)

IDS 219.99 (121.62, 0.55)

Korean ADS 131.54 (48.67, 0.37)

IDS 170.89 (94.51, 0.55)
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results must be tempered by the unbalanced nature of the
data. Six of the 16 speakers did not have recordings at time
6, the endpoint where the model showed a dramatic decrease
in between the two registers. Although mixed-effects models
are generally considered robust with longitudinal data with
missing values (cf. Krueger and Tian, 2004; Verbeke and
Molenberghs, 2009, p. 215), we nonetheless entertain the
possibility that the significant effect of time in the model is
an artifact of the attrition of speakers at the last epoch.
Without considering the unbalanced attrition at time 6, the
decrease in the effect size of the register difference in speech
rate (Sec. III A) is consistent with theoretical explanations of
ID speech as subject to developmental constraints—with
speech to infants becoming more adult-like as infant them-
selves become more linguistic. Does the decreasing differ-
ence between ID and AD speech rate suggest that speech to
younger infants is acoustically enhanced or clearer than
speech to older infants? The literature on perceptual advan-
tages afforded to listeners (both infant and adult) in slow
speaking rate conditions is unclear, showing differing effects
on overall intelligibility and segmental contrast acoustics. In
general, intelligibility and word recognition is improved in
slow speech rate conditions. Research in the clear speech lit-
erature has shown increased intelligibility of slowed speech
(one characteristic of clear speech on average) to adult lis-
teners (Liu et al., 2003). There is also some evidence that
slowed speech rate improves word recognition in children.
Zangl et al. (2005) found that infants 12- to 31-months old
recognized unaltered words better than time-compressed
words that were twice as fast. Song et al. (2010) found that
slowed speech rate significantly enhanced 19-month-olds’
ability to recognize words. They found infants correctly
looking at target words 60% of the time when presented with
typical IDS speech rate relative to 40% of the time in a fast
IDS condition.

While intelligibility and word recognition may be
enhanced in slow speech rate conditions, concomitant effects
on phonetic segments may not necessarily be enhancing.
While we know that infants normalize speech rate in a way
that preserves segmental discriminability (Eimas and Miller,
1980; Miller and Eimas, 1983), the literature has yet to pro-
vide clear evidence that speaking slowly to infants necessar-
ily results in their enhanced, less effortful, or more efficient
speech perception of segments. While we might predict that
by simply presenting more spectral information (as in the
case of stressed vowels of slow speech; Gay, 1981), infants
will have more evidence for spectrally determined catego-
ries, research suggests that the slowed speech of IDS results
in greater spectral variability resulting in more overlap
between phonetic categories than in ADS. McMurray et al.
(2013) found that English IDS to 9- to 13-month olds
increased variability in tongue height (F1), resulting in more
overlap between front vowels than in ADS. Consonant con-
trasts that rely on timing relationships are likewise affected
by the slowed speech rate of IDS. Consistent with earlier
reports on voice-onset time (Englund, 2005), McMurray
et al. (2013) showed that voice-onset times (VOT) for both
voiced and voiceless stops are lengthened (not necessarily
enhancing the phonetic contrast), and that the effect is due to

the slowed speech rate of IDS. By the time infants are 15–16
months, however, English IDS shows less overlap between
voicing categories along VOT than ADS (Malsheen, 1980).
Given that the developmental trajectory of speech rate in the
CCIDS occurs at a time when infants’ perceptual categories
are taking shape (e.g., Werker and Tees, 1984), we consider
the small but steady increases in IDS speech rate over time
as potentially having concomitant beneficial effects from the
standpoint of phonetic category formation.

B. Pitch

The pitch modifications made by mothers in the CCIDS
are consistent with previous reports of high mean pitch and
expanded pitch range in IDS relative to ADS. The overall
difference between the mean pitch of IDS and ADS in the
CCIDS was approximately 30 Hz (or two semitones). While
it has been suggested that pitch modifications in IDS begin
to resemble ADS patterns towards the end of the infant’s first
year (Fernald, 1992, p.65), the present data do not show such
a trend on average for speakers in the CCIDS. Kitamura
et al. (2002) showed an effect of time on pitch range and
mean pitch in Thai and Australian English IDS, though it is
unclear whether the effect is evident within infancy or results
from their including the ADS sample as the end point of
their longitudinal continuum. That is, the current study
assessed IDS characteristics relative to ADS at distinct time
points in development and did not consider an adult-directed
sample as the last moment of IDS in the longitudinal model.

Similar to the effects of speech rate on language acquisi-
tion processes, pitch modifications have variable effects on
segmental perception and word recognition. The perceptual
effect of high pitch may be an impediment to segmental dis-
crimination. Trainor and Desjardins (2002) showed that 6- to
7-month-old infants’ discrimination of the English tense/lax
high-front vowel distinction was diminished in a high pitch
(340 Hz) relative to a lower pitch (240 Hz) condition.
Although the difference between the two conditions (six
semitones) in the Trainor and Desjardins (2002) study is
greater than the natural differences represented in the
CCIDS languages, it is likely the case that elevated pitch
does not, at the least, facilitate discrimination at the segmen-
tal level. The exaggerated pitch contours of IDS (here
proxied as pitch range), however, may indeed be perceptu-
ally advantageous for the infant. In the same study by
Trainor and Desjardin (2002), the front vowels were more
discriminable to infants when presented with a falling con-
tour of 200 Hz/s. Word recognition may not be affected by
increased pitch range, however. Song et al. (2010) found no
difference in 19-month-old infants’ recognition of target
words in typical-IDS and monotone-IDS conditions.

C. Individual variation in prosodic modifications
in IDS

Perhaps the most striking aspect of the CCIDS data is
the lack of either speech rate or pitch modifications in some
speakers of IDS across the three languages (e.g., speakers 9,
12, and 16). Previous research describing the prosodic
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modifications that are characteristic of IDS have often failed
to present individual data and especially data with time-
yoked comparisons to an individual’s ADS. The speakers in
the present study show considerable variation both within
and between languages. For example, speakers 7, 9, and 12
showed practically no periods of reduced speech rate in IDS,
while speakers 4, 9, 12, and 15 showed little to no mean
pitch increase. Speakers 2, 3, 4, 5, 9, 11, and 16 showed little
to no pitch range expansion in their IDS. Curiously, while
some speakers implement one type of prosodic modification
over another in their IDS, there are some speakers who
showed little or no prosodic modifications of any kind in
their IDS (e.g., speakers 9 and 12), and these tendencies
seem to be consistent across their infants’ development. The
individual variation in the implementation of these features
is comparable to other linguistic registers with stereotypical
acoustic characteristics. For example, Ferguson and Kewley-
Port (2007) showed that the general slowed speech rate fea-
ture in the English clear speech register is highly variable,
with some speakers showing little if any effect and others
exhibiting dramatic slowing.

While the issue of universality of prosodic modifications
in IDS has been addressed in previous research (e.g.,
Bernstein Ratner and Pye, 1984), prosodic exaggerations in
the speech to infants nonetheless remain an oft-mentioned
characteristic of IDS. The CCIDS data suggest that individ-
ual variation within languages encompasses a variety of pro-
sodic modifications in naturalistic IDS and that prosodic
modifications do not necessarily characterize the register.
We believe that the individual variation in CCIDS prosody
is representative of IDS prosody variation in general and
related to the varieties of social-emotional affect (most often
communicated with modifications in pitch and tempo, see
Scherer, 1986) that caregivers display in interacting with
infants.

V. CONCLUSION

Our longitudinal examination of various prosodic char-
acteristics of IDS is revealing in light of the general litera-
ture on the acoustics of IDS. While certain features, such as
speech rate, generally conformed to a developmental pattern
found with other phonetic features (like voice onset time)
(and the commonsensical notion that one speaks differently
to a 4-month-old than to a 16-month-old), becoming more
like ADS over the course of 12 months of development,
pitch features in our study did not exhibit a similar longitudi-
nal change. The study also indicates that speech rate modifi-
cations in IDS may have language-specific instantiations,
with SLT-speaking mothers in the corpus exhibiting less of a
difference between their speaking rates to infants versus
adults.

The goal of our study was to describe the developmental
complexity of IDS prosodic features with special attention to
the variability exhibited by individual speakers. While gross
patterns emerged from our models, individual behavior also
suggests that prosodic modifications to IDS are not a general
characteristic, but rather indicative of individualized predis-
positions caregivers might have in the presence of infants.
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